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Dear friends
and supporters!
Nehemiah Gateway offers children
and young people a wide range of
opportunities to earn a recognized
degree from preschool to university
or to further their education.
However, a simple diploma says
nothing about the quality of education. Graduates acquired academic knowledge, but have they also
learned to take on responsibility
and to think and act independently? Have they been put in a position
to fully develop their talents? What
about values?
We want to support children and
young people in all of these areas starting right from kindergarten. We
continually strive to become better
and better at this. How? Read a few
examples in this issue of Compact.
Have fun reading!
Your Compact team

Happy students in front of their school in Buçimas, Albania

A Double Boost for Nehemia School
Elona Rira and Donika Nasto are the new helmsmen
(or better: helmswomen) of the Nehemia School in Buçimas.
Since fall of 2018, Donika has been working as School Development Program Director. This frees Elona, who is the School Principal, to run the
school, grades kindergarten through high school.
In addition to their very good command of German, the two have a lot
in common. Both have been involved with NG Albania for more than ten
years and can draw on a wealth of experience. Both have families and
are mothers, with both feet firmly on the ground. And very important: they
consciously build their lives and their work on a foundation of Christian
values. Under their leadership, the Nehemia School is to take another step
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Elona Rira

Donika Nasto

forward and offer the pupils and students even better opportunities for a successful life.

(and implements it). The active participation of parents in
school life is also part of this dream. I am aware that the
task and responsibility entrusted to me is anything but simple. Since the day I was chosen as the next director of this
school, there has not been a single day (or night) when
I didn’t think about how I can contribute to making Nehemia School an ideal school. I am looking forward to this
task - serving the next generation.

School director
Elona Rira
Elona explains: I make sure that everything runs as
smoothly as possible at the school. The legal framework
and internal regulations have to be implemented and I am
responsible for the budget. Personnel management and
communication with students and parents are very important. I am happy that my experienced predecessor, Drini
Hajdini, is still there for me in retirement to advise and support me in my new tasks.
My goal in the coming year is to strengthen the positive
climate and the cooperation of all stakeholders involved,
i.e. leaders, teachers, parents and students. I would also
like to strengthen the focus on the basic values and mission
of NG. A lot revolves around improved communication
and motivation.
Recently, some experienced teachers have moved to other schools, but we have been able to hire young people
whom I can give guidance to develop their full potential.
I DREAM THAT OUR SCHOOL BECOMES THE
FAVORITE PLACE OF THE STUDENTS
The interests of the pupils shall be taken more into account
in the school, a place where everyone is supported individually and specifically, where every teacher feels
fulfilled and knows exactly what is best for the students
2

School Curriculum Development Director
Donika Nasto
Donika is responsible for the school’s development program. She receives professional support from Germany,
school developer Prof. Dr. Werner Esser, who is also involved in the University’s Master program, supports and
accompanies the process.

SCHOOL SHOULD BE A PLACE WHERE
YOUNG PEOPLE, IN ADDITION TO
ACQUIRING KNOWLEDGE,
GET TO KNOW THEIR PESONAL LIMITS
Says Donika: My task is to design and implement the
school development process in close cooperation with
the school director Elona. I want to strengthen the participation of pupils, teachers and parents in the development
process of the Nehemia School.
The pupils should not only get to know their own limits,
but also learn to surpass them in a calculated way. They
should set themselves goals and take responsibility for
themselves and others. Even more than before, such a
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Teachers of Nehemia School with the new director Elona Rira (first row, 3rd
from left) next to the retired director Drini Hajdini

school will be a role model for the whole region and beyond.
In order to achieve this, intensive cooperation with many
actors is needed. The key is a good flow of information!
Everything must be well planned. I organize many meetings and events. So, my work has a lot to do with communication and coordination. I particularly like to talk to the
various actors. Listening to them, collecting the different
points of view and creating an “action plan” is fun - even
if, at the same time, it is a huge challenge. I intend to be
open to the opinions of others, to respect and include
them in the concept. It’s important to communicate the vision in a way that everyone can understand, thus getting
everyone on board and finding suitable solutions.
To take an example from physics: a vehicle can easily
be accelerated when it is already moving - starting from
standstill is always difficult. Our school “moves”!
I already got a good insight into the work of my colleagues. I admire the commitment of the teachers! I find
their dedication and support of the students outstanding.
Also, as a school, we have quality and many strengths.
Our standards are quite high, and we are already one
of the best schools in the country. However, we will not
rest on our laurels, but want to become better and better,
achieve new things and set the yardstick higher. I can contribute – and I am really looking forward to it!
404 children attend the Nehemia School in
Buçimas and their tuition fees cover the running
costs. However, children from needy families
must be supported by scholarships.
Donations are welcome!

Thank you, Drini Hajdini!
After more than seventeen years, Drini Hajdini, the director of the Nehemia School in Buçimas, retired.
However, this does not mean that he will sit back and relax - Drini will continue to support the school as a consultant, especially for the new principal, Elona.
When Drini started as our school director, the school was
still very young and quite small. From the very beginning
he led with his calm, thoughtful nature, great expertise
and passion for school and pupils. He learned the art of
teaching under an extremely strict and repressive communist regime, but he succeeded in breaking new ground.
His great experience and knowledge of human nature
always helped him to keep his feet on the ground. Always
open to new ideas, but also a realist and aware of the
mentality and living conditions of his teachers and students
- Drini has achieved great things in his time as school director!
After seventeen years he can look back on a proud lifetime achievement: today, 470 children attend kindergarten and school in Buçimas, and he has already accompanied 250 high school students to their graduation. Drini
was also the academic director of the Amaro Tan School
and since 2008 the leader of the entire Local Center in
Buçimas with projects in the social and medical sector,
hospitality, and many educational programs.
We are really grateful and wish him all the best and blessing for the future!
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respectful, open and helpful. In conversation it became
clear that life in Albania is difficult and that a real effort is
needed to make a living. I liked the hilly landscape with
the clear mountain lakes very much. I think Albania is an
exciting destination and I have always felt safe.
What do you find special about Nehemiah Gateway’s
work in Albania?
My impression is that the employees identify strongly with
the values and goals of Nehemiah Gateway, to which
everyone feels committed with conviction. I like the approach of not only investing in education, but also accompanying needy families, e.g. providing them with medical
care when needed.

Rita Ajas

A Fresh Breeze For Kindergarten
Education at Nehemiah Gateway starts early - in kindergarten. Just like at school, program development is an important topic. We want to „dust off“ our two kindergartens
in Buçimas and at Amaro Tan and respond even better to
the needs of the children than is usual in other Albanian
kindergartens. For that, we need professional support,
and we found it! Rita Ajas from Berlin contributes her expertise on a voluntary basis.
She has a lot of experience in this field. She is an educator
and works as a consultant for a large private educational
institution in Germany. Further training on the subject of
„early language education“, support for team processes
and evaluation are among her specialties - exactly what
we need.
She has already visited our kindergartens at Amaro Tan
and in Buçimas twice, accompanying them in revamping
the program. We asked her about her experiences:
Dear Rita, what was your first impression of Albania?
I found the people very sociable and at the same time
4

In September 2018 you went to Albania for the second time to volunteer your expertise. What exactly
did you do there?
I visited the individual groups of the two kindergartens and
found out about the official Albanian curriculum. We also
organized method-oriented workshops and seminars on
topics such as early childhood education and intensive
exchange with staff and school management. With the
help of two interpreters I was able to communicate, which
worked very well.
What do you think is good and what could be improved?
I think it‘s good how interested the management of Nehemiah Gateway is in the qualitative development of its
educational institutions. I experienced some of the kindergartens as too similar to school. I still see potential in the
communication between the teams in the two kindergartens.
How do you envisage your further voluntary cooperation with NG?
It was clear from the beginning that accompanying a process in the field of education has to do with responsibility
and that it only makes sense if I continuously accompany
these two institutions for years. I will provide the didactic
materials agreed with the teachers and soon I will return to
Pogradec to visit the institutions and offer further seminars.
I hope I can contribute to improve the opportunities of the
children in the kindergartens of Nehemiah Gateway.
Thank you, Rita, for your great contribution!
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NG co-workers distributing winter aid

Warm blankets for a family

Helping People to Make it Through the Winter
In December 2018, Nehemiah Gateway Albania coworkers distributed aid packages to over 150 households
in the Pogradec area, bringing food, supplies, clothes,
and firewood to people in need. In January 2019, on
streets blanketed with fresh snow, they resumed the deliveries.
Winter is a hard time for the poor in Albania. In summer,
everything is growing and many people are able to supplement their diets with food they grow in their gardens.
The temperature is comfortable even in the middle of the
night, so cold is not a problem even in the draftiest old
house. In winter though, the temperature is below 49
degrees Fahrenheit most days, and below freezing most
nights.
Almost half of all Albanian households burn wood for
heat, which is the dominant method of heating in rural areas. In the past this led to serious deforestation, as people and businesses cut down trees wherever they wanted,
whenever they wanted. The wood was cheap—free, if
you cut it yourself—but came at an unacceptable price
to the environment and to future generations. In 2016
the Albanian government attempted to remedy this situation through new limits on who could harvest wood, and
where. Although this slowed the pace of deforestation, it
also drove the price up, to $45-$50 per cubic meter of
wood. The average Albanian household goes through
4-7 cubic meters of wood per year, so heating can be a
substantial cost even for fully employed people, who earn
an average of less than $400 per month.

Of course, firewood is only part of the aid NG provides.
Among the households NG social workers visited in the
first week of 2019 were a very poor family that we have
helped since last summer with rent and utility bills, and a
family that was recently burglarized. Among the things stolen were an old television set and several interior doors—
important because closing off parts of the house is one of
the ways families conserve heat in winter. The social work
team also brought winter coats and blankets, as you can
see in the above pictures.
Many of the people who receive aid deliveries from NG
Albania have no other good option. They are too old to
work, or too sick or disabled, or have faced a misfortune
that has left them destitute and scrambling to keep a roof
over their heads as the snow comes down. This type of
aid is not a permanent solution—eventually all the food
will be consumed, and the firewood burned—but the social work team will be there when that happens, providing the lifesaving food, fuel, and supplies people need to
make it through the coldest days of the year.
“Helping the poor meet immediate physical needs in times
of crisis buys us time in regard to helping them find more
sustainable solutions down the road,” said NG USA President Doug Mann. “Thank you for your engagement with
some of Albania’s least fortunate.”
You can contribute through our ongoing Global Giving campaign at https://goto.gg/34159 or by
mailing a donation using the envelope included.
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Fully motivated: participants of the current German language course at Nehemiah Gateway Albania

Trainees Heading for Germany
Our cooperation project with Beck International Recruitment is running at full speed! We have bundled the
competences of Beck International Recruitment in terms
of personnel recruitment with our experience in the field
of education. This has resulted in a project that opens
up great prospects for young people from Albania: an
apprenticeship in Germany!
Those who have no career prospects in Albania and
are motivated can apply. Nehemiah Gateway offers
German courses, while Beck International Recruitment
contributes seminars and workshops on how to prepare
for a job application.

Subsequently, Beck International Reruitment establishes
contacts with companies in Germany - currently mainly
in social and nursing professions. This is where the need
is greatest. Beck International Recruitment accompanies
the candidates not only during the application process,
but also during their entire training in Germany.
There are currently 43 participants in the language
courses, 35 have already completed their preparation
and started an apprenticeship in Germany. The first
group will graduate soon. We have asked Renei and
Drini, two of the future geriatric nurses, to tell us about
their experiences.

DRINI - „My motivation is the gratitude of the elderly”
My name is Drini, I am 25 years old. I come from Pogradec in Albania. For almost
two years I have been living in Germany in a shared flat together with Renei and
am training as a geriatric nurse.
In 2013 I was in Germany for one year as an asylum seeker, but then I was sent
back. My mother heard about the training project at NG. Since I already knew
some German, I was allowed to join the A2-German course immediately.
6
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I wanted to train as a geriatric nurse, because there will
always be old people - so you can always find work with
this profession. That is very important for me! In the preparatory course of NG and Beck International Recruitment I
not only learned the language, but also how to integrate
and to behave in Germany and many other things that
help me a lot here.
I like life in Germany very much. You have many leisure
activities and can also go on holiday. That doesn‘t exist
in many other countries. It‘s hard to be separated from my
family, but at some point, you have to stand on your own
two feet. I have found new friends and „buddies“ here,
and I play in a soccer club as an outside defender.

I like the profession when the older people show gratitude
for what I do - that‘s my motivation! Every resident has his
or her own personality and you can learn from anyone no matter how he or she behaves. We also learn how to
deal with people who don‘t like us - they live in their own
world, that just happens sometimes. Then I just try to listen
away. Otherwise I like to talk to people and ask a lot of
questions. Sometimes it‘s like an exchange of cultures.
When I finish my training in August 2020, I want to stay in
this profession and live in Germany for the next few years.
I want to achieve something in this life that I am proud of. I
want to do something for others.

I just love this job! I really enjoy working with people and
I don‘t understand why so many young people don‘t like
this profession. The elderly people tell me about their lives,
for example about their experiences during the war. Most
don‘t ask me where I come from, but a few are interested
in my culture: they ask, for example, how people celebrate Christmas and New Year‘s Eve in Albania and what
kind of food we eat. But there are also residents who don‘t
like foreigners - there‘s nothing you can do about that.

RENEI - „Geriatric Nurse – I love my profession!”

I am Renei, 20 years old and come from a small village
near Pogradec in Albania. I‘ve been in Germany for almost two years now, near Nuremberg, where I‘m training
to become a nurse for the elderly.
I was already in Germany with my family as an asylum
seeker, but after three months I returned to Albania. Then I
heard about the German course and the training program
at NG and applied for it. When I learned that I could train
as a geriatric nurse, I didn‘t want to do that at first. I did
not know this profession, because there are no geriatric
nurses in Albania. The elderly there are looked after by
their families. But I thought I‘d try it and see how it goes
- and I have to say: that was the best decision of my life.

I thought life in Germany would be completely different
- with more leisure time! But in reality, I work a lot, right
from the start. When I have time off, I spend time with my
friends, go to the café or the gym - that‘s my passion at the
moment. I also love cycling - in summer about 25 miles
per day. When I‘m free, I take my bike and just go somewhere. After graduating in one year, I want to find a job in
my profession and continue living in Germany. In addition,
I would like to continue my education as a charge nurse or
care home manager.
I feel very comfortable in Germany and had no problems
getting used to it, because I knew almost everything: the
preparation course at NG in Buçimas was great. There
I learned German for 1.5 years and also learned a lot
about German culture and education. The team of Beck
International Recruitment looks after me very well - if there
are problems, they are always there for me.
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At a Glance

The students prepared small presents for the children who
were not able to return home over the holidays but spenttheir Christmas at the Hospital of Pogradec, and also for
children at a day care center in Pogradec. The students
went and distributed the lovingly wrapped presents to the
children, giving this message to all: Gift away your Christmas!

Nehemiah Gateway USA
1630 30th St Suite A #345
Boulder, CO 80301-1045
T/F (855) 683-6769 or
855-68-Empower

infoUSA@nehemiah-gateway.org
www.ng-usa.org

Nehemiah Gateway USA, Inc. is a not-for-profit organization according to section 501 (c)(3) of the federal IRS tax code. Gifts are tax-deductible to the full extent allowed by law and contributions are solicited with
the understanding that Nehemiah Gateway USA, Inc. has authorization for the distribution of all donated funds. Donations to Nehemiah Gateway USA programs represent a contribution to the entire global mission
of Nehemiah Gateway USA and may be used where most needed.
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“Gift away your Christmas”
Last year’s Christmas at Nehemiah Gateway had the motto: “Gift away your Christmas”. One example: NG University, in cooperation with Student Service Center, took
the initiative to organize an activity for children in need.

Celebrate together
In Albania, like everywhere, women suffer most from the
challenges of living in poverty or illness. They do not only
receive material and medical help from Nehemiah Gateway. Celebrations are organised regularly, where they
can switch off, enjoy good food and forget their hard
everyday life with friends, music and dance. In December, we celebrated with 34 women, who participate in
our Social and Medical Improvement program, amongst
them women with socio-economic problems, mothers of
children with disabilities and clients with physical restrictions.

